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A new stress resultant nonlinear dissipative constitutive model for reinforced concrete (RC) plates under
cyclic solicitations is presented. This constitutive model, named DHRC for Dissipative Homogenised
Reinforced Concrete, is expressed within the usual thin plate kinematics framework. It is built by a peri-
odic homogenisation approach using the averaging method and it couples concrete damage and periodic
debonding between steel rebar and surrounding concrete. The generality of the proposed method leads to
a generic closed-form for the Helmholtz strain energy density function and the two dissipation
pseudo-potentials that can be adapted to any material with an internal structure similar to the RC struc-
tural element one. A restricted number of geometric and material characteristics are needed from which
the whole set of model parameters are identified through an automatic numeric procedure performed on
a Representative Volume Elements (RVEs) of the RC plate. Finally, comparisons of finite element
simulations with experimental results concerning the seismic behaviour of reinforced concrete wall
made structures are proposed and discussed.

� 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction the nonlinear stiffness reduction and the dissipated energy mod-
1.1. Context

Many industrial facilities, in particular power generation plants,
are composed with large and complex reinforced concrete (RC)
buildings. Severe structural strength requirements (for instance
under several external aggression such as seismic loading or severe
wind) have often to be considered. Both conceptual design and
periodic re-examination during life-duration require practitioners
to perform best-estimate numerical analyses, accounting for the
nonlinear behaviour of materials. However, only a few numbers
of realistic nonlinear constitutive models dedicated to RC slabs
and walls exist, ensuring rational computational costs, numerical
efficiency and robustness for whole finite element analysis, in par-
ticular for cyclic and dynamic loadings. Stress resultant plate and
shell models are frequently used in civil engineering due to their
efficiency in modelling strategy. As far as the nonlinear cyclic beha-
viour of RC structural elements is considered, we are interested in
elling, both items being key-factors in the dynamic response.
They require a proper micromechanical approach, to justify the
constitutive parameters chosen to describe the structural response.

The present paper is a direct continuation of the previous work
by Combescure et al. (2013), where one could find a detailed over-
view of the state of the art, and in particular, the overall framework
used to formulate a homogenised resultant nonlinear constitutive
model for RC members, based on the averaging method applied to
plates, see for instance (Caillerie and Nedelec, 1984; Ciarlet, 1979)
and the main assumptions done to formulate the overall potentials
of the constitutive model, based on the Generalised Standard
Materials theory (Halphen and Nguyen, 1975; Sanchez-Palencia
et al., 1987; Suquet, 1993). That first paper proposed a one dimen-
sional closed-form model for RC members under cyclic solicitations,
used to assess the ability of the homogenisation theoretical
framework and the chosen assumptions to produce a nonlinear
constitutive model addressing in a suitable manner the initial
engineering needs. Then, we presented a one-dimensional stress
resultant nonlinear constitutive model for members under cyclic
solicitations. That formulation is hereafter extended to the
so-called DHRC (Dissipative Homogenised Reinforced Concrete)
stress resultant RC plate model, which includes membrane-bending
coupling, needed by general modelling situations.
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1.2. Selected phenomena to model overview

The following section gathers the selected phenomena to
model.

We assume an isothermal linear elastic, isotropic initial state of
each material in the RVE. The assumptions related to local micro-
scopic constitutive relations are gathered hereafter. First, steel
reinforcement is assumed to be linear elastic.

In the following, we do not represent strain rate effect on the RC
properties (e.g. concrete and steel strengths) even if this effect
becomes relevant from strain rates about 10�2 s�1 (Asprone et al.,
2012). Indeed, neglecting this effect can be seen as conservative
and this study focuses on stiffness reduction and dissipative
processes affecting the structural behaviour or RC elements and
available safety margins in order to reproduce the experimentally
observed highly pinched hysteresis load–displacement curves for
low span RC shear walls under seismic loading, or for alternate
axial loading on RC members (cf Fig. 1-1).

Microscopic crack distribution in concrete is modelled by
means of damage mechanics, without defining a separate damage
variable for concrete in tension and compression, according to the
Continuum damage mechanics (Kachanov, 1958). For the sake of
simplicity, we assume a scalar measure of damage since we can
nevertheless represent anisotropic effects on stiffness by means
of appropriate Helmholtz free energy and dissipation potential.
As described by Feenstra and De Borst (1996), micro and
macro-cracking phenomena in the concrete phase are considered
separately: first the onset and development of a homogeneous
diffuse micro-cracking resulting in concrete stiffness reduction
(or damage), second the apparition of macro-cracks leading to dis-
placement discontinuities on specific surfaces, ensuring a partial
stress transfer (aggregate interlock, bridging and expanding
effects), (Li et al., 1989). We decided not to account for the latter
explicitly, but will represent it by an inhomogeneous distribution
of damage within the RVE.

We do not represent the plastic strain in concrete, contrary to
more sophisticated models, for instance (Krätzig and Pölling,
2004), considering, for now, that this phenomenon is of minor
importance for the desired applications. Similarly, shear force
transfer across concrete macro-cracks by aggregate interlock and
so-called ‘‘bridging effect’’ is neglected. Indeed, according to
Feenstra and De Borst (1996), the effect of aggregate interlock
Fig. 1-1. Experimental results of a RC column under alternated tension–compression lo
decreases with increasing crack width. Moreover, we neglect the
dowel action effect (in shear mode), see Pimentel et al. (2010).
The failure of the concrete domain within the RVE arises when
diagonal cracks separating diagonal tensile zones (orthogonal to
concrete ties – or struts – in compression) have opened enough
to cancel the aggregate interlock.

In order to involve both independent processes that are irre-
versible strains stemming from bond-slip mechanism and concrete
damage, we decided to use two dissipation potential functions.
This process is inspired from the work of Einav et al. (2007) for
plastic strain and damage coupling constitutive models with
decoupled dissipation using two ‘‘yield surfaces’’. This may be
justified from the experimental observation that damage can
happen without equivalent plastic strain associated to bond-slip
mechanism.

Bond-slip mechanism is recognised as a major effect controlling
the response of reinforced concrete structures under cyclic loading,
including damage evolution of concrete, for both plain or ribbed
bars (Fernandes et al., 2013; Melo et al., 2011; Murcia-Delso
et al., 2011). This mechanism is responsible for the ‘‘tension stiffen-
ing effect’’, i.e. the stress transfer from steel rebar to concrete
domain located between two cracks, resulting in a contribution
of cracked concrete to the RC panel overall stiffness. Bond-slip
mechanism can be idealised as a specific interface mechanism at
steel–concrete boundary, though it involves localised micro crack-
ing and crushing of concrete. Moreover, this mechanism is able to
produce irreversible strains and displacements in the RC panel,
associated to larger hysteretic energy dissipation than the contri-
bution from the concrete damage alone. In practice a simple
stepped rigid-perfectly plastic bond stress-slip relationship for
ordinary plain or ribbed rebar seems to be sufficient to catch the
main features of this mechanism (Marti et al., 1998; Pimentel
et al., 2010). Indeed, according to the analysis for instance quoted
by Anyfantis (2014), for the range of usual steel–concrete
relationship modulus Esc � 50000 MPa=m, usual cohesive
strength sb � 10 MPa, and usual Griffith’s fracture toughness
Gfb � 100 kJ=m (Eligehausen et al., 1983), we are funded to assume
a ductile failure rather than a brittle one for debonding, because
the cohesive length scale – which is a parameter aiming at distin-
guishing the contribution of physical phenomena between fracture
mechanics and strength criterion (Bazant and Oh, 1983) – here

defined by lc ¼ Esc
Gfb

s2
b
� 50 m is much larger than the RC
adings (from Benmansour, 1997): axial stress resultant (in kN) versus axial strain.



Fig. 2-1. RVE X definition from the actual RC plate geometry.
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characteristic geometrical dimensions. Though this estimated
value has to be reduced due to the actual finite thickness of the
considered RC sections, the result remains true, i.e. we are funded
to keep this assumption in the following.

The assumed interfacial displacement jump has only one tan-
gential component: we do not consider any normal separation
between steel and concrete. Moreover, we do not consider any
elastic displacement jump.

Bond strength (cohesion between steel bar and surrounding
concrete) can be defined according the CEB-FIP Model Code 1990
(1993), while for the sake of simplicity, we assume that there is
no slip before reaching the bond strength, which is conventionally
correlated to the compressive concrete strength r0c by:

smax ¼ 2:5 r0c
� �1=2, with r0c expressed in MPa, for confined concrete

and ribbed rebar (case considered in the applications in view).
However, we noticed that for large values of slip (beyond about
the rib spacing of rebar), the bond strength smax can be reduced
by a factor 0.4. Moreover, it has been reported that the cyclic load-
ing causes a quite significant deteriorated friction resistance due to
crushing of concrete in the vicinity of the bar ribs (Murcia-Delso
et al., 2011). Nevertheless, as the maximum value of slip occurs
in concrete macro-crack, whose width is generally lower than the
rib spacing, we decided to restrict to the original smax value. We
also decided to ignore the dependency of the bond strength on
steel stress state (tension or compression) as recognised by several
authors (Feenstra and De Borst, 1996).

Unlike proposed in many previous works, such as Chaboche
(2003), Melo et al. (2011) and Nedjar (2001), our modelling
assumptions lead to a definition of an elastic strain different from
the usual difference between strain tensor and ‘‘plastic strain’’ ten-
sor, using a damage dependent operator applied to the ‘‘plastic
strain’’ tensor, as shown in our previous paper by Combescure
et al. (2013), justified by a closed form, which has been established
in one dimension.

1.3. Outline of this work

This paper is organised as follows:
The formulation of the DHRC homogenised constitutive model

refers to the general framework of a chained structural analysis
method, based on a prior micro-scale analysis to the macro-scale
structural analysis (Yvonnet et al., 2009), contrary to a coupled
method like the multilevel finite element FE2 (Feyel, 1999), which
is expected to induce a heavy computational burden for the range
of applications in view.

A periodic homogenisation approach by averaging method,
applied to plates, is implemented. The definition of the
Representative Volume Element (RVE) (Caillerie and Nedelec,
1984; Destuynder and Theodory, 1986) takes advantage of steel
bar grids periodicity in RC slabs and walls and of the experimen-
tally observed periodicity of damage and debonding. One advan-
tage is the ability to address any kind of steel bar grids geometry
including, if necessary, the transverse reinforcement. Another is
to get accurate results at macro-scale when the spatial distribution
of loading has larger length-scale than those of the RVE.

In Section 2, we review in details the assumptions made to ide-
alise the RVE: geometry of components, mechanical phenomena
accounted for, local state variables used for the mechanical state
description, and mechanical requirements such as average strain
theorem, Hill–Mandel’s mechanical principle (Hill, 1972) and def-
inition of the macro-scale state variables for the homogenised RC
plate constitutive model (Sanchez-Palencia et al., 1987; Suquet,
1987, 1993; Caillerie and Nedelec, 1984).

In Section 3, we describe the auxiliary problems to be solved in
the RVE in order to obtain the local mechanical fields, needed to
compute the macroscopic energy density of the RC plate constitu-
tive model, and the macroscopic dissipation potentials within the
framework of Generalised Standard Materials theory (Halphen
and Nguyen, 1975; Sanchez-Palencia, 1980). We show that the
general formulation of the homogenised nonlinear constitutive
model is not directly dependent on the idealisation of the local
damage and bond sliding mechanism.

In Section 4, after having given general comments about the
implementation of the DHRC model in the finite element software
Code_Aster (Code Aster, 2001), we present the numerical DHRC
parameters identification procedure where the macroscopic strain
energy density function and thresholds are identified from geo-
metrical data and material mechanical properties of the RC plate.

Finally, in Section 5, we display some numerical results
obtained with the DHRC constitutive model, and comparison with
experimental data gathered on realistic RC structural elements and
building under seismic loading.
1.4. Notations

The following notations will be adopted throughout the paper:

–First order tensors and vectors will be underlined, second
order tensors will be noted in bold font and third and further
order tensors will be noted with doubled letters;
–A Cartesian orthonormal coordinate system is chosen so that
covariant and contra-variant components are assimilated.
–Tensor components will be given through subscripts relatively
to the differential manifold used: Greek subscripts will set for
integers ranging from 1 to 2 and Latin ones for integers ranging
from 1 to 3.
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–We will need subscripts having no tensorial sense but
only aiming at distinguishing lower and upper halves of
the RC plate, which will denoted by dummy Greek superscripts
q; f.
–The simply contracted tensorial product will be noted by a
simple dot ‘‘.’’ and the double one by two dots ‘‘:’’.
–Uppercase letters will refer generally to the macroscopic scale
and lowercase ones to the microscopic scale.
2. Theoretical background

2.1. Actual problem and modelling assumptions

We consider a concrete panel reinforced by two steel grids
located on one side and the other of the middle plane of the plate.
The thickness H of the plate is considered to be small compared
to its overall lateral dimensions L1 and L2, see Fig. 2-1, and the
grids are composed with a periodic pattern of natural periodicity
along ex1 and ex2 directions of the same length order as
H. Moreover we consider that external loading and inertia forces
spatial distributions are ‘‘smooth’’ with respect to the thickness H
of the plate and restricted to the low frequencies range, as usual
for seismic studies. Thus, it is possible to define a Reference
Volume Element (RVE), denoted hereafter by X, including both
concrete and steel grids, whose lateral dimensions are l1 and l2,
see Fig. 2-1. We assume that the ratio of the lateral dimensions
l1 or l2 over the dimensions L1 or L2 of the whole plate is of the
same length order as the ratio of the plate thickness H over its
lateral dimensions.

We are interested in deriving an overall macroscopic plate
constitutive relation and the previous geometrical characteristics
lead us to use a multi-scale analysis or a homogenisation
technique, as it was already proposed in the literature for many
decades. In the case where components are assumed to be linear
elastic, this multi-scale approach has been justified by using an
asymptotic expansion method on three-dimensional elasticity
equations. It leads to the well-known bi-dimensional linear
Love–Kirchhoff’s thin plate theory if the dimensionless size of
heterogeneities is of the same order that the relative slenderness
of the solid (Caillerie and Nedelec, 1984; Ciarlet, 1979;
Sanchez-Palencia et al., 1987).

Both periodicity directions eX1 and eX2 , corresponding to steel
grid rebar directions, will be preferred directions for the sequel
of this paper. The chosen microscopic coordinate system will be
the steel grid coordinate system O; ex1 ; ex2 ; ex3

� �
, where ex3 ¼ eX3

and O is the centre of the considered RVE. The plane x3 ¼ 0 is the
mid-plane of the RVE.

Upper and lower faces of the RVE are assumed to be free of
charge, see Caillerie and Nedelec (1984).

Given the fact that material considerations for the actual RC
plate problem are complex, several simplifications have been
proposed. As reported in Suquet’s work (Suquet, 1993), the
essential properties of the macroscopic homogenised model
are directly defined from average energetic quantities that are
computed from microscopic corresponding ones in the RVE
and from some optimisation arguments associated to local ther-
modynamic equilibrium – especially in the standard generalised
materials context (Halphen and Nguyen, 1975). Therefore, it is
believed that average quantities can catch with a reasonable
good agreement the overall behaviour of an actual RC plate,
even if the detail of microscopic phenomena is roughly ide-
alised. The constitutive hypothesis about materials and their
bond behaviours, needed to formulate the mathematical expres-
sion of the model are listed below with their justifications.
2.1.1. Materials behaviour in RVE X

Hyp 1. Steel is considered linear elastic, without irreversible
plastic strains, as we do not consider ultimate states of the RC
plate. We denote by as the corresponding elastic tensor.
Hyp 2. Concrete is considered elastic and damageable, according
to the following constitutive model r ¼ ac dð Þ : e; d being a scalar
damage variable idealising distributed cracking. The associated
induced anisotropy is modelled through a suitable definition of
ac dð Þ. Concrete elasticity tensor ac dð Þ is defined by its initial
undamaged value ac 0ð Þ, whose components are reduced by a
decreasing convex damage function n dð Þ. We will give more details
about the concrete constitutive model in Section 4.2.
2.1.2. Steel–concrete interface in RVE X

Hyp 3. Concrete and steel rebar can slide one on the other beyond
a given threshold.>
Hyp 4. The bond status at steel–concrete interface is either
sticking or sliding. Normal separation is not allowed. We do not
consider any interface elastic energy associated to the sliding
motion.
Hyp 5. The relative steel–concrete sliding, appearing after con-
crete damage and transmission of internal forces from concrete
to steel rebar, can occur only in the two preferred directions ex1

and ex2 – along longitudinal rebar. It can differ whether considering
the bar of the upper grid or of the lower grid, thus allowing to take
into account its consequence on the RC plate flexural behaviour.
Let’s denote by Cb the generic steel–concrete interfaces along ex1

or ex2 .
Hyp 6. Steel rebar orthogonal to the sliding direction – i.e. either
perpendicular grid rebar or transversal rebar – are considered to
prevent relative sliding. As a consequence, steel–concrete sliding
is periodical with a period equal to the spacing between two con-
secutive grid bars in the considered sliding direction. This defines
the lateral dimensions of the RVE X.
2.1.3. Non-uniform damage in RVE X

Hyp 7. In order to idealise the non-uniform damage distribution of
concrete along the steel rebar, concrete domain in the RVE is in fact
divided into two sub-domains associated respectively to sound
concrete and damaged one. Therefore, we define a whole RVE
partition into two sub-domains Xsd and Xdm, respectively. Stresses
and displacements are assumed to be continuous when crossing
the Cs interface between these two sub-domains.

Actually, concrete of the plate is not damaged in a uniform way
in its volume. In order to idealise this phenomenon, one should
introduce a non-uniformly distributed damage variable d in the
whole RVE. Nevertheless, according to the Suquet’s work (Suquet,
1987), this non-uniformity of the microscopic internal variable
field leads to the necessity to consider an infinite number of
macroscopic internal variables at each macroscopic material point.
This issue prevents the practical use of the macroscopic standard
generalised model that would result from the chosen microscopic
ones. However, still according to Suquet (1987), it is possible to
reduce this number of internal variables to a finite one if it can



Fig. 2-2. Depiction of the microscopic damage variable d discretised in the RVE
thickness.

Fig. 2-3. Depiction of the sub-domains within the RVE thickness.

Fig. 2-4. Periodic sliding shape function distribution ĝf
a along the exa direction with

unitary amplitude in the RVE.
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be demonstrated that these internal variables are uniform or piece-
wise uniform or more generally described by a vector space of
finite dimension. The standard generalised character of the macro-
scopic model is obtained from the microscopic scale behaviours
thanks to the usual properties of Caratheodory’s functions of
Convex Analysis. Thus, if such a chosen set of internal variables
can represent the actual material state in the RVE, with a sufficient
approximation degree, it is possible to build a macroscopic stan-
dard generalised model with a finite number of macroscopic inter-
nal variables. In our study, in order to restrict the number of
macroscopic internal variables, we decided to define only one
microscopic internal variable d for damage, considered as piece-
wise uniformly distributed inside the whole RVE and two sets of
materials representing two different states of damage in concrete
located in sub-domains Xsd and Xdm. This distribution of micro-
scopic damage allows in a simple way the representation of the ‘‘
tension-stiffening’’ effect (Combescure et al., 2013). The values of
microscopic and macroscopic internal variables d and D are then
equated, for the sake of simplicity, without losing any generality,
since the only matter is the actual value of the respective elastic
stiffness tensors.

Hyp 8. In order to take into account the a priori non-uniform
damage in the RVE thickness, two damage variables will be set up
corresponding to the piecewise damage in the upper and lower
halves of the RVE:

d ¼ d1 if x3 P 0
d2 if x3 < 0

(
ð2-1Þ

This leads to a macroscopic damage also decomposed into two
macroscopic variables D1 and D2.

This strong hypothesis of microscopic damage variable stepped
distribution is about to represent common experimental
observations during four points bending tests on RC plates: cracks
opened in tension parts of the plate appear and propagate
dynamically quasi-instantaneously through about the half of
thickness. This crack propagation time scale is much smaller than
the one considered in seismic analysis and it is then adequate to
separate damage into two variables depending on the position x3

in the plate thickness. The distinction between those two damage
steps is chosen to be at the exact middle plane Cm of the plate,
being the perfectly stuck interface between upper and lower halves
of the RVE. This strong approximation is in accordance with
reinforced concrete design standards and regulations where it is
advised to consider only half of the concrete section, for bending
design, e.g. CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 (1993). In the sequel,
microscopic and macroscopic damage variables will be respec-

tively noted df and Df depending if the considered variable is the
one of the upper (f ¼ 1) or lower ðf ¼ 2Þ half of the RVE, see
Fig. 2-2.

Once admitted this distinction between upper and lower halves
of the RVE, sub-domains Xi (i ¼ sd; dm, according to the damage
status) and steel–concrete interfaces Cb must be split respectively

in X1
i ;X

2
i and C1

b ; C2
b . Interfaces C1

b and C2
b will then be denoted by

Cf
b, with f ¼ 1;2.
2.1.4. Non-uniform steel–concrete debonding in RVE X
Let’s consider, in the RVE sketched at Fig. 2-3, that sliding can

occur at steel–concrete interfaces Cf
b along the ex1 or ex2 directions.

The shapes of sliding functions gfðxÞ at the interfaces Cf
b should

result from the mechanical energy minimisation and then depends
on the loading history in the RVE. Thus, they remain unknown
before the introduction of macroscopic loading over the whole
plate and cannot be determined a priori. As a consequence, the
choice is made to prescribe a priori shapes for these functions in
order to process conveniently to the periodic homogenisation with
a limited number of variables. Moreover, as well as damage has
been be chosen piecewise uniform inside the whole unit cell, it
appears necessary to define sliding along each rebar from one only
parameter per direction and per grid. Several possibilities can then
be chosen: either the tangential displacement gap corresponding
to the sliding is constant, either bond-stress induced by this sliding
are. According to Marti et al. (1998), debonding induced stress are
assumed to be piecewise constant.

Hyp 9. Considering the previous observation from Marti et al.
(1998), a bilinear sliding function (sketched at Fig. 2-4) is chosen –
corresponding to piecewise bond stresses at the interface Cf

b. This
sliding function is only parameterised by its amplitude, its
periodicity being fixed by the one of the RVE.
Hyp 10. Moreover, it will be considered that steel–concrete sliding
vector in the exa direction, denoted by gf

a, depends only on the xa

coordinate: it takes the same value at any point located at the
steel–concrete interface Cf

b for a given xa. Let’s denote by ĝf
aðxaÞ

the sliding function of unitary amplitude for the exa direction. As
a result: gf

aðxaÞ ¼ Egf
a ĝf

aðxaÞ:exa ; E
gf
a being its amplitude. Moreover,

we observe that 1
la

R la
�la

ĝf
adxa ¼ 1.
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2.1.5. Overall strains measures and macroscopic state variables
on RVE X

Now, according to the previous selection of phenomena to be
idealised, we have to define a set of independent state variables,
able to describe the mechanical state evolutions of the RC plate
structural element at the macro-scale. First of all, the local
microscopic displacement field u in the RVE X ¼ [Xf

i (i ¼ sd; dm
in concrete, and i ¼ s in steel rebar) is split into a regular part ur

and a discontinuous one ud, associated with the debonding
relative displacement defined by the gf

a functions Hyp (10) at the

steel–concrete interfaces Cf
b.

The overall strains measures defined as the result of the
homogenisation of thin plate are the following mean surface strain
tensors of second order, according to Kirchhoff–Love’s kinematics
(Caillerie and Nedelec, 1984): macroscopic membrane strain ten-
sor E, whose components are denoted by Eab, and macroscopic
bending strain tensor K (curvature at first order), whose compo-
nents are denoted by Kab. As we denote by eðuÞ the microscopic
strain tensor associated to local displacement field u in the RVE
X ¼ [Xf

i , the components of E and K tensors are defined by the
following average linear operators from the regular part ur of the
displacement field:

Eab ¼ 1
Xj j
R
[Xf

i
eabðurÞdX

Kab ¼ 12
H2 Xj j

R
[Xf

i
�x3eabðurÞdX

8<: ð2-2Þ

In the sequel, the following notation h�iX ¼ 1
Xj j
R
[Xf

i
:dX stands for the

average value of the considered field in the RVE. We can easily
observe that the expressions in (2-2) encompass the usual defini-
tion for homogeneous plate kinematics.

We must now deal with the non-regular part ud of the displace-
ment field in the RVE. In the sequel s:t stands for the jump operator
on the steel–concrete interface. So, we define the macroscopic
sliding strain tensor Egf as the average of sliding on each steel–
concrete interface Cf

b. First, we observe that the contribution of
discontinuous displacement ud to the macroscopic strain tensors
vanishes, due to Hyp 4 and 10 (Andrieux et al., 1986):

1
Xj j

Z
Cf

b

sudt�sndS ¼ 0;
1
Xj j

Z
Cf

b

x3:sudt�sndS ¼ 0 ð2-3Þ

where n is the outward normal at the steel–concrete interface Cf
b

and �s stands for the symmetrised dyadic tensor product.
According to Hyp 4, the displacement discontinuity sudt ¼ gf xð Þ at

the interface Cf
b does not include any opening or separation in the

n direction, but only tangential sliding gf
a. Extending the proposed

definition by Combescure et al. (2013), the components of Egf are:

Egf
aa ¼

1
Xj j

Z
Cfb

sudt:exa

� �
:exa�sexa dS ð2-4Þ

Indeed, the only non-zero components of tensor Egf are Egf
aa. Vector

Egf will then more conveniently be considered in the following as a
first-order tensor of the plate mean surface, whose components are
denoted by Egf

a .
The macroscopic primal state variables associated to the DHRC

proposed model are then: membrane strains E and bending strains
K tensors, damage variables Df on upper and lower halves of the
homogenised plate, sliding strain Egf vectors on upper and lower
grids. These variables will be used to define state functions, as
the macroscopic free energy density W E;K;Df; Egf

� �
.

3. Weak form of the auxiliary problems and homogenised
model

3.1. Local auxiliary problems

In order to determine the macroscopic constitutive relation, we
have to establish the relation between microscopic fields and
macroscopic ones, for various fixed values of internal state
variables. This relation concerns displacements fields, strain work
density and dissipation potentials.

At the RVE level, as a consequence of equalities (2-2) and (2-4),
let’s introduce two microscopic auxiliary displacement fields:

– ‘‘elastic’’ displacement fields in membrane v and bending n, cor-
responding to a given non-zero macroscopic strain tensor – E in
membrane and K in bending – with zero sliding (Egf ¼ 0)

– ‘‘sliding’’ displacement fields vgf
a , corresponding to vanishing

macroscopic strains (E ¼ 0;K ¼ 0) corresponding to a given
sliding function gf

aðxaÞ or equivalently a given Egf
a , as done in

Andrieux et al. (1986) and Pensée and Kondo (2001).

Hence the microscopic displacement field u, solution of the
local boundary value problem in the RVE, can be decomposed as
follows (omitting intentionally the solid motion to shorten the
expression):

ua xð Þ ¼ Eabxb � Kabxbx3 þ Ebcvbc
a xð Þ þ Kbcn

bc
a xð Þ þ Egf

b v
gf

b
a xð Þ

u3 xð Þ ¼ Ebcvbc
3 xð Þ þ Kbcn

bc
3 xð Þ þ Egf

b v
gf

b

3 xð Þ

8><>:
ð3-1Þ

We define the following functional spaces for displacement fields in
X (Caillerie and Nedelec, 1984):

U0
ad ¼ v=v periodic in x1 and x2; v continuous on C1

b [ C2
b [ Cs;

n o
ð3-2Þ

and:

Uaq
ad ¼ v=v periodic in x1 and x2; v continuous on Cs;f

vn continuous and svTt ¼ Egq
a ĝq

a xað Þ:exa on Cq
b

�
ð3-3Þ
Remark 1. We can easily prove that heðvÞiX ¼ hx3eðvÞiX ¼ 0 for
any v in U0

ad due to the periodicity and, using Eqs. (2-3), that
heðvÞiX ¼ hx3eðvÞiX ¼ 0 for any v in Uaq

ad .
Strain work density at the macroscopic scale is obtained by the
exploitation of extended Hill–Mandel’s principle (Sanchez-Palencia
et al., 1987; Suquet, 1987), extended to thin plate case by Caillerie
and Nedelec (1984). Generalised stress resultants, dual of the pri-
mal overall strain variables E;K , and Egf are respectively denoted
by: N;M and debonding stress vector Rgf. Macroscopic strain work
balance reads:

N:E þM:K þ Rgf:Egf ¼ H
Xj j

Z
[Xf

i

rpq:epq uð ÞdX ð3-4Þ

Introducing Hyp 1 and 2 assumptions about the material beha-
viours within the RVE, the overall strain variables definition (cf.
Section 2.1.5), and the microscopic displacement field decomposi-
tion (3-1) in the strain work balance (3-4), microscopic periodic
auxiliary displacement fields satisfy the following ten linear elastic

auxiliary problems, defined in the RVE, the damage state df being
fixed (subscript k ¼ c or s, for concrete or steel):
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Find vab 2 U0
ad so that:

Z
[Xf

i

epq vab
� �

ak
pqrs df
� �

ers vð ÞdX¼�
Z
[Xf

i

ak
abrs df
� �

ers vð ÞdX 8v 2U0
ad

Find nab 2 U0
ad so that:Z

[Xf
i

epq nab
� �

ak
pqrs df
� �

ers vð ÞdX¼þ
Z
[Xf

i

x3:a
k
abrs df
� �

ers vð ÞdX 8v 2U0
ad

ð3-5Þ

Find vgq
a 2 Uaq

ad so that:Z
[Xf

i

epq vgq
a

� �
ak

pqrs df
� �

ers v � vgq
a

� �
dX ¼ 0 8v 2 Uaq

ad ð3-6Þ

i.e. three problems in membrane, three ones in bending and the
last four associated to sliding. Thus, any microscopic displacement
field u can be expressed with the help of the previous ten
auxiliary fields, by linear superposition (3-1). Thanks to these
results, macroscopic strain work density can be written in terms
of macroscopic state variables.

3.2. Macroscopic homogenised model

In the following we shall adopt the notation:
hh�iiX ¼ H

Xj j
R
[Xf

i
:dX for the average value per plate surface unit of

the considered field in the RVE X;H being the plate thickness,
identical to the one of the RVE. The macroscopic homogenised
model is obtained through the usual exploitation of extended
Hill-Mandel’s principle applied to get the macroscopic Helmoltz’
free energy surface density W E;K;Df; Egf

� �
of the plate constitu-

tive model. This equates the average hhwiðeðuÞ; dfÞiiX of the
microscopic free energy densities in the RVE, where, accordingly
to assumptions Hyp 1 and 2:

wk e uð Þ; df
� �

¼ 1
2
e uð Þ : ak df

� �
: e uð Þ ð3-7Þ

with k ¼ c or s, for concrete or steel. In the following, we will omit
this superscript to ease writing.

After solving of the ten elastic linear independent auxiliary
problems (3-5) (in practice by numerical analysis), the macro-
scopic free energy density can be expressed as follows, using
expressions (3-1), depending on the macroscopic strain tensors E,
K and on the macroscopic damage and sliding internal variables
D and Eg, respectively, given with fixed values:

2W E;K ;D; Egð Þ ¼ E : hha dð ÞiiX : E � Eabhhe vab
� �

: a dð Þ

: e vcd
� �

iiXEcd � 2E : hhx3 � aðdÞiiX

: K � 2Eabhhe vab
� �

: aðdÞ : e ncd
� �

iiXKcd þ K

: hhx2
3 � aðdÞiiX : K � Kabhhe nab

� �
: aðdÞ

: e ncd
� �

iiXKcd þ 2E : hhaðdÞ

: e vgf
c

� �
iiXEgf

c � 2K : hhx3 � aðdÞ

: e vgf
c

� �
iiXEgf

c þ Egq
a hhe vgq

a

� �
: a dð Þ

: e vgf
c

� �
iiXEgf

c ð3-8Þ

Therefore, we can identify three homogenised behaviour tensors
A;B;C of respectively fourth, third and second order, defined in
the tangent plane of the plate as:
2W E;K ;D; Egð Þ ¼ E
K

� �
:

Amm Dð Þ Amf Dð Þ
Afm Dð Þ Aff Dð Þ

 !
:

E
K

� �

þ 2
E
K

� �
:

Bmf Dð Þ
Bf f Dð Þ

 !
:Egf þ Egq:Cqf Dð Þ:Egf

ð3-9Þ

in which pure membrane (mm), pure bending (ff ) and
membrane-bending (mf ) terms are particularised:

Amm
abcdðDÞ ¼ hhaabcdðdÞiiX � hheijðvabÞ : aijklðdÞ : eklðvcdÞiiX

¼ hhaabcdðdÞiiX þ hhaabcrsðdÞ : ersðvcdÞiiX ð3-10Þ

A
mf
abcdðDÞ ¼ �hhx3:aabcdðdÞiiX � hheijðvabÞ : aijklðdÞ : eklðncdÞiiX

¼ A
fm
abcdðDÞ ¼ �hhx3:aabcdðdÞiiX þ hhaabrsðdÞ : ersðncdÞiiX

¼ �hhx3:aabcdðdÞiiX þ hhx3:acdrsðdÞ : ersðvabÞiiX ð3-11Þ

A
ff
abcdðDÞ ¼ hhx2

3:aabcdðdÞiiX � hheijðnabÞ : aijklðdÞ : eklðncdÞiiX
¼ hhx2

3:aabcdðdÞiiX � hhx3:aabrsðdÞ : ersðncdÞiiX ð3-12Þ

Bmf
abc Dð Þ ¼ hhaabklðdÞ : ekl vgf

c

� �
iiX ð3-13Þ

B
f f
abc Dð Þ ¼ �hhx3 � aabklðdÞ : ekl vgf

c

� �
iiX ð3-14Þ

Cqf
ac Dð Þ ¼ �hheij vgq

a

� �
: aabklðdÞ : ekl vgf

c

� �
iiX ð3-15Þ

Remark 2. First terms in the expressions 3-10,3-11,3-12 corre-
spond to the mixture rule; the second terms can be equivalently
expressed using the variational formulations (3-5) as reported
here. Moreover, resulting from the symmetries of elastic tensor a,
we note directly from these expressions the following symmetries:

Amm
abcd ¼ Amm

cdab; A
ff
abcd ¼ A

ff
cdab; A

mf
abcd ¼ A

mf
cdab; Bmf

abc ¼ Bmf
bac; B

f f
abc

¼ B
f f
bac; Cqq

ac ¼ Cqq
ca .

As expected, this free energy densityW has major symmetry for
membrane-bending terms. Moreover, it includes a coupling term
openB between generalised strain tensors and bond sliding vectors
that depends on damage and hence strongly couples both types of
internal state variables (damage and sliding).

Remark 3. The free energy density (3-9) can also be written
equivalently as:

2W E;K ;D; Egð Þ ¼ E
K

� �
þ Qmf Dð Þ

Q
f f Dð Þ

 !
:Egf

" #
:

Amm Dð Þ Amf Dð Þ
Afm Dð Þ Aff Dð Þ

 !

:
E
K

� �
þ Qmf Dð Þ

Qf f Dð Þ

 !
:Egf

" #
þ Egq:Pqf Dð Þ:Egf

ð3-16Þ

where: Q
f Dð Þ ¼ A�1 Dð Þ : BfðDÞ and Pqf Dð Þ ¼ Cqf Dð Þ � BqT ðDÞ :

A�1 Dð Þ : BfðDÞ.

This expression emphasises the existence in the presented free
energy density of a coupling term between damage and sliding

through an inelastic strain EIR Dð Þ ¼ Qmf Dð Þ
Qf f Dð Þ

� �
:Egf depending on

damage variables. As observed in Combescure et al. (2013), this
constitutes a feature that is justified by the homogenisation
procedure from microscopic constitutive behaviour. It makes this
model differ from usual constitutive models coupling damage
and plasticity (Nedjar, 2001; Chaboche, 2003; Krätzig and Pölling,
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2004; Shao et al., 2006; Richard and Ragueneau, 2013. . .) where it
is more common to refer to an inelastic residual strain EIR indepen-
dent of damage. Conversely, the present feature can be found in the
work of Andrieux et al. (1986), for the same reason, through
homogenisation process.

Remark 4. Expression (3-9) of the free energy density is a natural
generalisation, dedicated to plate structures, of the
one-dimensional formulation proposed by Combescure et al.

(2013) and remembered here: U E;D; Eg� �
¼ A Dð Þ�E2

2 � B Dð Þ � E � Eg

þ C Dð Þ�Eg2

2 .
Remark 5. It is possible to prove that coupling tensor B is equal to
zero as long as the microscopic stiffness tensor aðdÞ is identical in
both sub-domains Xsd and Xdm, meaning that it deals with the case
where damage is uniformly distributed at microscopic scale, in the
whole RVE, see Appendix A. This was observed in Combescure et al.
(2013) too and confirms experimental fact concerning the
tension-stiffening effect or stress transfer from rebar to concrete
induced by the non-uniformity of damage distribution at local
scale.

According to the theoretical framework of the Thermodynamics
of Irreversible Processes, the free energy density (3-9) can be
differentiated to obtain the following thermodynamic forces and
state laws:

Stress resultants on the homogenised plate (membrane and
bending):

N ¼ @W
@E
¼ Amm Dð Þ Amf Dð Þ
	 


:
E
K

� �
þ Bmf Dð Þ:Egf ð3-17Þ

M ¼ @W
@K
¼ Afm Dð Þ Aff Dð Þ
	 


:
E
K

� �
þ Bf f Dð Þ:Egf ð3-18Þ

Macroscopic energy restitution rates Gq:

Gq ¼ � @W
@Dq ð3-19Þ

Macroscopic debonding stress vector Rgf:

Rgf ¼ � @W
@Egf

¼ � Bmf Dð Þ
Bff Dð Þ

� �
: E K½ � � Cqf Dð Þ:Egq ð3-20Þ

Now, we have to define the dissipative behaviour at the macro-
scopic scale from local behaviours within the RVE. Standard
Generalised material theoretical framework (Halphen and Nguyen,
1975) is adopted to express pseudo-potentials of dissipation at
the microscopic scale, in order to take advantage of properties from
Convex Analysis. Following the work by Suquet (1987), we get the
macroscopic pseudo-potentials of dissipation depending on the
rates of variables Df; Egf, by the same average principle as done
for the free energy density.

Hyp 11. For the sake of simplicity, dissipative phenomena consid-
ered at the microscopic scale, within the RVE, are defined with the
following threshold functions for concrete damage and steel–
concrete debonding (assuming constant threshold parameters k0

and rcrit , without hardening. . .), and the associated normality
rules. We assume that threshold positive parameter rcrit is the
same for all steel rebar in the RVE, whatever the bar diameter (it
could be easily enhanced). Then, threshold functions read:

f df gf
� �

¼ gf � k0 6 0 and f a
gf rf

an

� �
¼ rf

an

� �2 � r2
crit 6 0 ð3-21Þ
where gf ¼ � @wc

@df is the microscopic energy restitution rate for dam-

aged concrete in domain Xf
dm and rf

an are the tangential components

of microscopic stress vector r:n at the Cf
b interface. These threshold

functions define convex reversibility domains.
Remark 6. The microscopic damage threshold function results
from the chosen damage model quoted in Hyp 2 and not explicitly
defined until now. The sliding threshold function results from Hyp
3 and 4.

By means of the Legendre–Fenchel’s transform applied on the
indicatrix functions of previously defined reversibility domains,
we get the following pseudo-potentials of dissipation:

u�d _df
� �

¼ k0:
_df
��� ��� and u�gf

a _gf
a

� �
¼ rcrit : _gf

aðxaÞ
�� �� ð3-22Þ

These pseudo-potentials are convex, positively homogeneous of
degree one, ensuring the positivity of dissipation for any admissible

rates of damage internal variables _df and sliding ones _gf
aðxaÞ Hyp

(10) at steel–concrete interfaces Cf
b, according to the Clausius–

Duhem’s inequality.
Associated flow rules corresponding to the sub-gradients of

threshold functions (3-21) give the rates of damage variables in
Xf

dm and sliding variables at Cf
b:

_df ¼ _kdf

@f df gfð Þ
@gf

¼ _kdf and s _uf
at ¼ _gf

a ¼ _ka
gf

@f a
gf ðrf

a3Þ
@rf

an
¼ 2rf

an
_ka
gf

ð3-23Þ

where _kdf and _ka
gf are all positive scalars determined through the

consistency condition: _f df ¼ 0 and _f a
gf ¼ 0. Therefore:

_df ¼ 2
�e : ak0� df

� �
: _e

� �
þ

e : ak00 df
� �

: e
P 0 and s _uf

at ¼ _gf
a ¼ 2rf

an
_ka
gf P 0

ð3-24Þ

Now, we can express dissipation pseudo-potential functions associ-
ated to macroscopic criteria (yield surfaces), being non-negative in
actual evolutions and assumed to be positively homogeneous of
degree one in terms of the internal variables rates, and the internal
variables flow rules. According to the work of Suquet (1987) and
inspired from Stolz (2010), the macroscopic mechanical intrinsic
dissipation can be defined as follows:

D _D; _E
g� �
¼ hhr : _eiiX �

H
Xj j

Z
Cfb

w;e:e;gf: _gfdS� hh _wðe;dqÞiiX

¼ Gq _Dq þ Rgf: _Egf ð3-25Þ

where w e gf
� �

;dq
� �

is the free energy density of each material com-

posing the RVE; let us notice that w;e:e;gf designates the stress vec-
tor at the concrete-steel interface.

Remark 7. Once again, this is a generalisation, dedicated to plate
structure model, of the one-dimensional formulation proposed by
Combescure et al. (2013).

According to Suquet (1987), we define the macroscopic
pseudo-potentials of dissipation associated to damage and
bond-sliding by the average on the RVE of their microscopic corre-
sponding expressions (3-22), and accounting for Hyp 10:
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U�d
_Df

� �
¼hhu�dð _dfÞiiX ¼

H
Xj j

Z
Xfdm

k0:
_df
��� ���dX¼

H Xf
dm

�� ��
Xj j k0:

_Df
��� ��� and

U�gf
a

_Egf
a

� �
¼ H

Xj j

Z
Cfb

u�gf
a _gf

a

� �
dS¼ H

Xj jrcrit : _Egf
a

��� ���Z
Cfb

ĝf
aðxaÞdS¼

H Cf
b

�� ��
2 Xj j rcrit : _Egf

a

��� ���
ð3-26Þ

These convex, positively homogeneous of degree one, macroscopic
pseudo-potentials of dissipation are the Legendre–Fenchel’s conju-
gate functions of indicatrix functions of reversibility domains at the
macroscopic scale. Macroscopic threshold functions can then be
identified from the macroscopic mechanical intrinsic dissipation as:

f dq Gq� �
¼ Gq � Gqcrit

6 0 and f a
gf Rgf

a

� �
¼ Rgf

a

� �2
� Rfcrit
� �2

6 0 ð3-27Þ

where the macroscopic strengths are given by:

Gfcrit ¼
H Xf

dm

�� ��
Xj j k0 and Rfcrit ¼

H Cf
b

�� ��
2 Xj j rcrit ð3-28Þ

Therefore, we get two damage macroscopic strengths (upper and
lower halves of the RVE) and four bond sliding ones (one for each
steel rebar). Finally, macroscopic flow rules take the form of nor-
mality rules, since the standard generalised properties at
micro-scale are simply transferred to the macro-scale:

_Dq ¼ _kdq
@f dq Gq� �
@Gq ¼ _kdq and _Egf

a ¼ _ka
gf

@f a
gf ðRgf

a Þ
@Rgf

a

¼ 2Rgf
a

_ka
gf

ð3-29Þ

where _kdq and _ka
gf are all positive scalars determined through the

consistency conditions: _f dq ¼ 0 and _f a
gf ¼ 0.

Remark 8. Macroscopic threshold functions and flow rules are
similar to their microscopic homonymous modulo a scaling factor.
Indeed, dissipative phenomena at the microscopic scale are
naturally similar to the one located at the macroscopic scale since
the homogenisation process cannot create news dissipative
sources (Suquet, 1987). According to the work of Suquet (1987),
the considered microscopic internal damage and sliding variables
being uniform or piecewise constant in the whole unit cell, one can
affirm, thanks to the arguments of convex analysis, that the
standard generalised properties of materials, at the microscopic
scale, are transferred to the macroscopic homogenised model.
Hence, the formerly presented model with its free energy density
and pseudo-potentials of dissipation can be classified as a Standard
Generalised model.
Remark 9. Since microscopic and macroscopic threshold functions
are similar, it is possible to choose enriched threshold functions for
microscopic damage and sliding. This new choice will then imme-
diately be translated at the macroscopic scale. However, the choice
of very simple threshold functions, see Hyp 11, with one only
threshold parameter restricts the number of parameters to iden-
tify. Therefore, it is expected that these simple threshold functions
will be sufficient for practical applications.
Remark 10. According to Remark 5, as tensor B vanishes if there is
no damage, then Rgf

a vanishes too and the macroscopic bond slid-
ing threshold cannot be reached before the macroscopic damage
one.
3.2.1. Generalisation to any material with periodic internal
microstructure

One should underline that some hypothesis were not used in
the previous building process of the macroscopic homogenised
model: these are hypothesis about damage behaviour law for con-
crete Hyp 2 and about the chosen shape of sliding function Hyp 10.
Indeed, during the equation of homogenisation problem and the
construction of the homogenised model macroscopic equations,
it was never necessary to precise the damage law nor the shape
of the sliding function imposed on the Cp

1 interfaces. In reality, both
of those precisions will be needed in the parameter identification
process phase. Hence hypothesis Hyp 2 and 10 will influence the
auxiliary displacement fields v; n and vg and so the coefficients of
the three tensors A;B and C, as well as their dependence on macro-
scopic damage variable D.

As a consequence, the presented model can be generalised for
any plate constituted by a material with two phases: a damageable
matrix and some inclusions with geometry similar to a grid, what-
ever the chosen damage law for matrix and the shape of periodic
sliding function imposed at the interface matrix/inclusion.

The novelty in the work presented here relies then on the closed
form of the behaviour law of such a plate, through periodic
homogenisation.

A free energy density of the following general form can express
this behaviour law:

2W E;D;Egð Þ ¼ E
K

� �
:

Amm Dð Þ Amf Dð Þ
Afm Dð Þ Aff Dð Þ

 !
:

E
K

� �
þ 2

E
K

� �

:
Bpm

Dð Þ
Bp f

Dð Þ

 !
: Egp þ Egq:Cqp Dð Þ:Egp

The coupling term BðDÞ can be found, under another form, in the
work of Michel (1984) and Andrieux et al. (1986). Considering a
plastic or micro-cracked microscopic material both teams proved
that the macroscopic homogenised free energy density includes a
coupling term between macroscopic strain and microscopic plastic
strain, this last term depends on the microscopic stiffness tensor.

Remark 11. The study presented in this paper proves the general
existence of a coupling term BðDÞ. In the particular case of a
constant sliding on Cf

b, then comes B Dð Þ ¼ A : I3, where I3 is the
identity third order tensor. This particular case corresponds to the
usual formulations for plasticity, where macroscopic free energy

can then be expressed as: 2W ¼ E � EP
� �

: A Dð Þ : E � E{
� �

, with a

plastic strain EP ¼ I3:Eg.

4. Finite element implementation and parameter identification

4.1. Finite element implementation

The non-linear DHRC constitutive model formulated for plate
structural element has been implemented for a DKT-CST plate
finite element family (Batoz, 1982), allowing a rather efficient
and versatile modelling of complex building geometries.

The numerical integration of DHRC constitutive model lies on
direct implicit time discretisation method (Nguyen, 1977; Simo
and Taylor, 1985), which is included in the Newton’ method with
an elastic predictor step followed by a ‘‘plastic’’ corrector step, at
the global balance equations stage.

4.2. Parameter identification procedure

We present in this section the general approach carried out in
order to identify DHRC parameters. The needed microscopic scale
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data: geometry and material characteristics, and the main steps of
the proposed automated procedure are detailed.

4.2.1. Identification approach
The main difficulty to be overcome hereafter is to ensure that

with a limited number of auxiliary problems solutions, we will
be able to identify DHRC parameters that:

– cover the space of macroscopic states E;K ;Df; Eg
� �

,

– have a generic dependency on macroscopic damage variable Df,
from the sound state, distinguishing tensile and compressive
regimes,

– ensure continuity of stress resultants N;M;Rgð Þ at each regime
change,

– ensure the convexity of the macroscopic free energy density.

We decided to perform some ‘‘snapshots’’ of microscopic states
for a limited number of selected macroscopic ones, and to entrust

the task of determining the parameters dependency to Df to a least
squares method and an appropriate selected function of Df. We
recall from Combescure et al. (2013), that in one dimension, if
the microscopic damage function, controlling the elastic stiffness

degradation ac dð Þ, is expressed as n dð Þ ¼ aþcd
aþd (which is decreasing

convex for c 6 1) then the macroscopic one-dimensional elastic
tensor A follows the same dependency and is equal to

A ¼ A0 aAþcAD
aAþD , with cA 6 1, similarly for the other tensors B and C.

This ensures the convexity of the resultant Helmholtz free energy
function, provided that c is not ‘‘excessively’’ negative.

As shown in the previous section, from the solutions of a set of
auxiliary elastic problems, we have to identify the components of
three tensors A;B and C with their macroscopic damage variable

Df dependency. Two macroscopic threshold values for damage
and sliding need also to be determined.

Hyp 12. According to the results obtained for the macroscopic
one-dimensional case (Combescure et al., 2013), we assume the
generic following dependency on Df variable of the macroscopic
tensors components (the particular expression for tensor B

resulting from Remark 6):

aþ cDf

aþ Df for tensors A and C ;
cDf

aþ Df for coupling tensor B

ð4-1Þ

Of course this compromise will have to be assessed by comparison
of DHRC model results with available experimental data on actual
RC structures and usual loading paths.
4.2.2. Microscopic material parameters in RVE X
According to assumptions Hyp 1, steel is considered as linear

elastic (defined by its Young’s modulus Es and Poisson’s ratio ms).
Hyp 2 assumes that concrete is elastic and damageable. The latter
is defined by the following constitutive model r ¼ ac dð Þ : e; d being
the microscopic scalar damage variable. In particular, we have to
define damage dependency of elastic constants, how to deal with
tensile and compressive regimes, the relationship with usual con-
crete behaviour parameters, induced anisotropy and the distribu-
tion of damaged sub-domains into the RVE according to
macroscopic states.

Hyp 13. Microscopic concrete elasticity tensor ac dð Þ is defined by
its initial sound isotropic elastic tensor ac 0ð Þ, characterised by
Young’s modulus Ec and Poisson’s ratio mc . For d > 0, the elasticity
tensor components are reduced by a multiplicative decreasing
convex damage function n dð Þ. We propose the generic mathemat-

ical expression n dð Þ ¼ aþcd
aþd , with c < 1 – ensuring a stiffness

degradation for increasing damage d – which produces a bilinear
strain–stress response for uniaxial monotonic loading paths, see
Section 4.1 of Combescure et al. (2013).
Hyp 14. In order to distinguish between tensile and compressive
states in concrete sub-domains we introduce a dissymmetry in
n dð Þ. To this end, the microscopic damage function is modified
through the use of a Heaviside’s function H xð Þ and then takes the
following form:

n d; xð Þ ¼ aþ þ cþd
aþ þ d

H xð Þ þ a� þ c�d
a� þ d

H �xð Þ ð4-2Þ

This means that damage function n includes four parameters:

aþ > 0; cþ 6 1; for tension behaviour
a� > 0; c� 6 1; for compression behaviour

�
ð4-3Þ

In practice, we take aþ ¼ 1 without getting out any generality, as
the only consequence is to normalise the damage variable d.

The assumption of a discontinuous microscopic damage
function will not cause any numerical problem due to the specific
identification procedure stated in Section 4.2.1. Indeed, this
procedure relies on some ‘‘snapshots’’ of microscopic states for a
limited number of selected macroscopic ones. Thus, no evolution
or cyclic loading is computed at the microscopic level.

We will then take the following set of five values of
d : 0;0:5;2:;10:;20:f g, considered to cover a sufficient range of
damage for an accurate identification. This choice seems to be
the better compromise between relative error and computing
burden.

Concrete free energy density being w e; dð Þ ¼ 1
2 e : ac dð Þ : e, we

define energy release rate by g e; dð Þ ¼ �w;d e; dð Þ, and convex
reversibility domain by the damage criterion with the constant
threshold value k0, see Hyp 11 and expression (3-21):

g e;dð Þ ¼ �1
2
e : ac

;dðdÞ : e 6 k0 ð4-4Þ

According to uniaxial stress–strain curves of concrete (CEB-FIP
Model Code 1990, 1993), we use the usual following parameters:
concrete tensile f t and compression f c strength values (the former
being associated to a fracture energy Gf , the later to a compression
strain ecm) and we assume a threshold value f dc of initial damage in
compression. So, assuming a multilinear regression of the experi-
mental stress–strain curve through this concrete constitutive
model, we can associate the values of a�; c�; cþ and k0 with usual
engineering parameters f t ; f c; ecm; f dc . Let us consider a pure tensile
uniaxial membrane stress loading case Nt

11, in the x direction, on a
sound RVE, i.e. with zero-valued internal variables: indeed the
problem remains linear. Thus, referring to Eqs. (3-19) and (3-28),
we may express the macroscopic energy restitution rates, which
is quadratic in Nt

11:

Gf ¼ �1
2

A�1 0ð Þ:N11
� �

A;Df 0ð Þ : A�1 0ð Þ:N11
� �

¼ Ĝtf
N11
: Nt

11

� �2 ð4-5Þ

In parallel, we calculate the microscopic energy restitution rate
(4-4), using (3-1) to express the local strain tensor e using the gen-
eralised strain measures E;K obtained by inverting (3-17) and
(3-18) to express them from Nt

11:

g ¼ �1
2
e : ac

;d 0ð Þ : e ¼ ĝt
Nxx
: Nt

11

� �2 ð4-6Þ



Table 4-1
Xf

i subdomains assignments according to each kind of RVE.

RVE Loading Damaged half Xf
i sub-domains

XX Membrane,
bending and bond
sliding

d1 P 0; d2 ¼ 0 For x3 > 0 : X1
dm for x1 > 0 and

X1
sd for x1 < 0 for x3 < 0 : X2

sd

XX Membrane,
bending and bond
sliding

d1 ¼ 0; d2 P 0 For x3 > 0 : X1
sd for x3 < 0 : X2

dm

for x1 > 0 and X2
sd for x1 < 0

XY Membrane,
bending and bond
sliding

d1 P 0; d2 ¼ 0 For x3 > 0 : X1
dm for x2 > 0 and

X1
sd for x2 < 0 for x3 < 0 : X2

sd

XY Membrane,
bending and bond
sliding

d1 ¼ 0; d2 P 0 For x3 > 0 : X1
sd for x3 < 0 : X2

dm

for x2 > 0 and X2
sd for x2 < 0

X45� Membrane and
bending

d1 P 0; d2 ¼ 0 For x3 > 0 : X1
dm for any x1; x2 ;

for x3 < 0 : X2
sd

X45� Membrane and
bending

d1 ¼ 0; d2 P 0 For x3 > 0 : X1
sd ; for x3 < 0 :

X2
dm for any x1; x2
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Moreover, we calculate the stress tensor r ¼ ac 0ð Þ : e field at any
point within the RVE concrete domain Xf

c , and we determine the
maximum value r̂max

t : Nt
11

�� �� of the eigen-values of this tensor,
according to a Rankine criterion. Equating with the given f t

parameter, we get the critical value ~Nt
11 in tension, then the

following relation, see also (3-28):

eNt
11

� �2
¼ f t

r̂max
t

� �2

¼ k0

ĝt
N11

¼ k0

Ĝtf
N11

H Xf
dm

�� ��
Xj j ð4-7Þ

Therefore, we can deduce the value of k0 from f t ; ĝNt
11

and r̂max
t . We

could easily proceed in the same manner for a pure compressive
uniaxial membrane stress loading case Nc

11. Nevertheless, we
assume that it is satisfactory to follow the expression shown in
Section 4.2 of Combescure et al. (2013):

f 2
t 1� cþ
� �

aþ
¼ f 2

dc 1� c�ð Þ
a�

ð4-8Þ

We propose to roughly approximate the post-elastic part of the con-
crete uniaxial compression curve by a linear segment ranging from
the first damage threshold f dc to the extremum ecm; f cð Þ, so that c�,
belonging to 0;1� �. Then:

c� ¼
f c � f dcj j

Ececm � f dcj j ð4-9Þ

Hyp 15. Finally, we propose to choose cþ so that the softening
post-peak tensile path becomes sufficiently weak in order to avoid
any softening of the homogenised response by the DHRC
Table 4-2
RVE assignments according to unitary macroscopic loading (membrane, bond sliding).

RVE XX RVE XY

Macroscopic membrane strain Macroscopic membrane strain
E11 ¼ �1; E22 ¼ 0; E12 ¼ 0 E11 ¼ 1; E22 ¼ 0; E12 ¼ 0
E11 ¼ 0; E22 ¼ 1; E12 ¼ 0 E11 ¼ 0; E22 ¼ 0; E12 ¼ 0:5
E11 ¼ 1; E22 ¼ 0; E12 ¼ 0 E11 ¼ 0; E22 ¼ �1; E12 ¼ 0
E11 ¼ 0; E22 ¼ 0; E12 ¼ 0:5 E11 ¼ �1; E22 ¼ 0; E12 ¼ 0
E11 ¼ 0; E22 ¼ �1; E12 ¼ 0 E11 ¼ 0; E22 ¼ 1; E12 ¼ 0

Bond sliding Bond sliding

Eg1
1 ¼ 1, other zero Eg1

2 ¼ 1 , other zero

Eg2
1 ¼ 1, other zero Eg2

2 ¼ 1 , other zero

Eg1
1 ¼ 1, other zero Eg1

2 ¼ 1 , other zero

Eg2
1 ¼ 1, other zero Eg2

2 ¼ 1 , other zero
constitutive model. It is expected that provided that cþ remains
close to zero, even negative, the homogenised free energy density
will be strictly convex (this will be checked at the end of the
identification process). So, we do not make use of Gf .

Hence, from (4-8), we get:

a� ¼
f 2

dc 1� c�ð Þ
f 2

t 1� cþ
� � ð4-10Þ

Hyp 16. Given the orthotropic geometry of the plate, we assume
that damage induces orthorhombic behaviour, and define the nine
orthorhombic elastic constants from the values of sound concrete
Lamé’s constants kc;lc. The principal material directions in the
x1; x2ð Þ plane are chosen according to the macroscopic membrane

strain directions, respectively: at 0� for the case of dilatation
strains or bond sliding, at 45� for the case of shear strains only.
Even if this choice could appear as arbitrary, and can be replaced
by another one, it is believed that it will be satisfactory for our
purposes.
Hyp 17. Variable x in Eq. (4-2) is chosen to be macroscopic mem-
brane strain component Eab for the diagonal terms of tensors A;B

and C and tensor invariant trE for their off-diagonal terms.
Therefore we are neglecting the microscopic correctors influence
in the damaged elastic tensor microscopic values. Moreover, this
choice keeps the needed symmetry properties of homogenised ten-
sors A;B and C. For bending auxiliary problems, we replace tensor
E by tensor K . For bond sliding auxiliary problems
(Eab ¼ 0;Kab ¼ 0, see Eq. (3-6)) tensile damage is expected in the
considered concrete sub-domain of the RVE, thus parameter cþ is
used.

Consequently, we set:

kþ dð Þ ¼ kc
aþ þ cþd
aþ þ d

; k� dð Þ ¼ kc
a� þ c�d
a� þ d

; lþ dð Þ

¼ lc
aþ þ cþd
aþ þ d

; l� dð Þ ¼ lc
a� þ c�d
a� þ d

ð4-11Þ

For bond sliding auxiliary problems, the orthorhombic elastic
constants are:

E1 ¼ E2 ¼ lþ
3kþ þ 2lþ
kþ þ lþ

; E3 ¼ l�
3kþ þ 2l�
kþ þ l�

;

G12 ¼ lþ; G23 ¼ G31 ¼ l�; m12 ¼ m23 ¼ m31 ¼
kþ

2 kþ þ l�
� �

ð4-12Þ
RVE X45�

Macroscopic membrane strain
E11 ¼ 0; E22 ¼ �1; E12 ¼ 0
E11 ¼ �1; E22 ¼ 0; E12 ¼ 0
E11 ¼ 0; E22 ¼ 1; E12 ¼ 0
E11 ¼ 1; E22 ¼ 0; E12 ¼ 0
E11 ¼ 0; E22 ¼ 0; E12 ¼ 0:5

No bond sliding
–
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For macroscopic membrane and bending auxiliary problems ( 3–5),
they fulfil:

If E12 >0 or K12 >0 then G12 ¼lþ else G12 ¼l�;

If E11þE22 >0 or K11þK22þK12 > 0 then we set

G12¼lþ; ~k¼ kþ; E1¼lþ
3~kþ2lþ

~kþlþ
; E2¼lþ

3~kþ2lþ
~kþlþ

else G12 ¼l�; ~k¼ k�; E1¼l�
3~kþ2l�

~kþl�
;

If E22 >0 or K22 >0 then E2¼lþ
3~kþ2lþ

~kþlþ
else E2¼l�

3~kþ2l�
~kþl�

Then E3 ¼l�
3~kþ2l�

~kþl�
; G23¼G31 ¼l�; m12 ¼ m23 ¼ m31¼

~k

2 ~kþl�
� �

ð4-13Þ

Remark 12. Therefore, in pure shear strain case, compressive
elastic constant ~k ¼ k� is assigned.
Hyp 18. Finally, we assume several distributions of concrete
sub-domains within the RVE, according to the needed dissymme-
try of damage distribution (Hyp 7, 8 and 10). Hence we will
consider the following three kinds of distributions of Xf

i

sub-domains (i ¼ sd;dm) for sound or damaged concrete in upper
or lower halves of the RVE (f ¼ 1;2), with previous isotropic elas-
tic constants in the sound concrete Xf

sd sub-domains and orthotro-
pic elastic constants (for five damage values taken in the set:
0;0:5;2:;10:;20:f g; we performed a sensitivity analysis whose

conclusion showed that it is a good compromise) and principal
material directions in the damaged Xf

dm sub-domains. These distri-
butions constitute three kinds of RVE, named hereafter XX

(see Fig. 2-3), and XY (first principal material direction at 0� in
the x1; x2ð Þ plane), X45� (first principal material direction at 45� in
the x1; x2ð Þ plane), see Table 4-1.

These three kinds of RVE are designed to deal with the
respective directions of macroscopic loading. The X45� RVE is used
for the shear strains loading cases, where no separation in the
x1; x2ð Þ plane is needed. So, in those cases the contribution of bond

sliding vanishes, as we can deduce from the corresponding
auxiliary problems. Conversely, as we need to perform cross
products between corrector fields to determine the off-diagonal
components of the homogenised tensors A;B;C, we have to carry
out calculations on the three kinds of RVEs for membrane and
bending macroscopic strains.
Remark 13. Note that the volume of damaged concrete
sub-domains is 1=4 of total for both XX; XY RVEs and 1=2 of total
for X45� RVE.

Finally, we have to solve 207 auxiliary problems: nine damage

d1
; d2

� �
values combinations (with five df values taken in the

set: 0;0:5;2:;10:;20:f g) times twenty-three kinds of RVE Xf
i

sub-domains distributions and loading conditions: nine with the
XX RVE according to the x1 direction (five without bond sliding,
four with sliding conditions), nine with the XY RVE according to
the x2 direction, five with the X45� RVE with orthotropic reference
frame rotated 45� (without bond sliding). The following Table 4-2
sums up these cases; it is relevant also for pure macroscopic bend-
ing loading cases (Kab instead of Eab), adding so fifteen times nine
(135) other elastic problems to solve.
4.2.3. Macroscopic material parameters to be determined
After solving the 342 auxiliary problems, we have at our dis-

posal enough information on the corrector fields vab in membrane,

nab in bending and vgq
a for bond sliding to compute the A;B; C

macroscopic tensors components, see Section 3.2. All components
are expressed in the reference frame determined by the steel bar
grids.

Tensor A:
Tensor A is the stiffness elastic damageable tensor of the homo-

genised RC plate tensor, see Eqs. 3-11, 3-12, 3-13. It is a symmetric
fourth order tensor of the tangent plane (see Remark 3) comprising
membrane, bending and coupling terms. It is possible to store it
using Voigt’s notation for tensors components in the reference
frame of steel rebar grids, by means of 3	 3 matrices:

A ¼ Amm Amf

Afm Aff

" #
where Amf ¼ Afm ð4-14Þ

From Eqs. 3-11, 3-12, 3-13, and (3-4), we deduce that Amm and Aff

matrices are symmetric, whereas in general no symmetry argument
hold for Amf matrix. Therefore we have 21 ¼ 6þ 6þ 9 components
to be determined for tensor A.

Remark 14. If the RC plate presents mirror symmetry (symmetry
around the medium plane), then both membrane-bending cou-
pling matrices Amf and Afm should vanish as long as damage
variables verify D1 ¼ D2.
Hyp 19. We define the parameters aA and cA characterising the
dependency on macroscopic damage variable Df Hyp (12) and
the tensile/compressive distinction in membrane or positive/nega-
tive curvature in bending of the tensor A components Hyp (14) by:

A
1ss
bdkl D; xð Þ ¼ 1

2
A0ss

bdkl
aA1ss1

bdkl þ cA1ss1
bdkl D1

aA1ss1
bdkl þ D1 þ

aA1ss2
bdkl þ cA1ss2

bdkl D2

aA1ss2
bdkl þ D2

 !
H 
xð Þ

A
mf
bdkl Dð Þ ¼ A

0mf
bdkl þ

1
2

cAmf 1
bdkl D1

aAmf 1
bdkl þ D1 þ

cAmf 2
bdkl D2

aAmf 2
bdkl þ D2

 !
H 
xð Þ

ð4-15Þ

where the superscripts ss stand for membrane or bending (mm or
ff ), the superscript 1 stands for tension or compression case and
tensorial subscripts b; d; k;l stand for directions in the plate tangent
plane. H 
xð Þ is the Heaviside function distinguishing tension or
compression status applied to x ¼ Ebd if bd ¼ kl else x ¼ det E.

The A0ss
bdkl and A

0mf
bdkl components correspond to the sound concrete

homogenised elasticity. A
0mf
bdkl is expected to vanish in the case of

mirror symmetry, as said before. That is why we decided to adopt

the particular dependency on Df for the A
mf
bdkl terms, see Eq. (4-15).
Remark 15. This special choice of x as Heaviside variable allows us
to use the direct component of the strain tensor for diagonal terms
and an invariant for off-diagonal ones, conserving then the symme-
try of tensor A. The Heaviside function distinguishing tensile or
compressive status being not defined when E ¼ 0 (resp. K ¼ 0),
arbitrarily, tension parameters are affected to the zero macroscopic
strain case.

Therefore, there is a total of 21	 1þ 2	 4ð Þ ¼ 189 necessary
parameters A0

bdkl;aA and cA to fully determine the elastic stiffness
tensor A, comprising its dissymmetric dependency on macroscopic
damage variables D1 and D2 and on tensile or compressive status.



(a)

(b)

Fig. 5-1. Wall T5 with strengthening walls (length in mm): (a) elevation view, (b)
bottom view.

Fig. 4-1. Example of a RVE mesh for parameters identification (red: steel rebar,
grey: concrete) (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.).
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Tensor B: Tensor B is the coupling elastic damage-sliding ten-
sor, see Eqs. (3-13) and (3-14). It is a symmetric third order tensor
of the tangent plane, comprising membrane and bending terms. It
is possible to store its components using Voigt’s notation:

B ¼ Bmf

Bf f

 �
, where superscript f stands for sliding in the upper

(f ¼ 1) or lower (f ¼ 2) grid.

Remark 16. While elastic membrane, and bending corrector fields
have been computed for both tensile and compressive macroscopic
loading, elastic corrector fields vgf

are obtained for sliding
displacement with zero membrane and bending macroscopic
loading. Hence tensor B should include a tension–compression
dissymmetry. However, this could introduce a discontinuity in the
expression of generalised stresses as soon as macroscopic sliding
strain becomes non-zero, see Eqs. (3-17), (3-18) and (3-20).
Therefore, we decided to introduce no tension–compression dis-
symmetry in tensor B, see Eq. (4-16).
Hyp 20. Parameters aB and cB characterising the dependency on
the macroscopic damage Df Hyp (12) without tensile/compressive
distinction are defined. According to Remark 6, when materials are
symmetric relative to the plane Cs normal to the sliding bar at
point O then tensor B components vanish, see Appendix A. As a
consequence, there is no need to determine ‘‘elastic’’ properties
for this tensor. Thus we state:

Bsf
bdk Dð Þ ¼

cBsf1
bdk D1

aBsf1
bdk þ D1 þ

cBsf2
bdk D2

aBsf2
bdk þ D2 ð4-16Þ

where the superscript s stands for membrane or bending (m or f ),
the superscript f stands for the zone where sliding takes place
(upper or lower), tensorial subscripts b; d stand for membrane or
bending directions in the plate tangent plane while tensorial sub-
script k stands for sliding strain Egf

k . There is, with a fixed sliding
zone, 6 components for tensors Bmf and Bf f so 24 components for
the whole tensor B. Therefore, there is a total of 24	 2	 2ð Þ ¼ 96
necessary aB and cB parameters to fully determine the coupling
elastic damage-sliding tensor B.

Tensor C:
Tensor C is the sliding elastic ‘‘stiffness’’ tensor, computed from

the four vgq
a sliding auxiliary fields, see Eq. (3-15). It is a second

order symmetric tensor of the tangent plane of the plate: Cqf
kl ¼ Cqf

lk

(Remark 3). It is possible to store C components using Voigt’s
notation. The number of components of tensor C is then 10: sliding

along x1 : C11
11;C

22
11; C

12
11, sliding along x2 : C11

22;C
22
22;C

12
22, cross terms:

C11
12;C

22
12;C

12
12;C

21
12.
Remark 17. As elastic vgf corrector fields are obtained for sliding
displacements with zero membrane and bending macroscopic
loading, the tensor C does not include any tension–compression
dissymmetry.
Hyp 21. We define the parameters aC and cC characterising the
dependency on macroscopic damage Df Hyp (12) of the tensor C
components, without tensile/compressive distinction, by:

Cqf
kl Dð Þ ¼ 1

2
C0qf

kl
aCf1

kl þ cCf1
kl D1

aCf1
kl þ D1 þ

aCf2
kl þ cCf2

kl D2

aCf2
kl þ D2

 !
ð4-17Þ

where the superscripts q; f stand for the zones where sliding take
place (upper or lower grid), tensorial subscripts k;l stands for slid-
ing strain Egq

k and Egf
l directions in the plate tangent plane.

Therefore, accounting for the symmetry of this tensor, there is a
total of 10	 1þ 2	 2ð Þ ¼ 50 necessary C0qf

kl ;aC and cC parameters
to fully determine the sliding elastic ‘‘stiffness’’ tensor C.

To sum up, we need to identify 335 parameters after linear FEM
RVE calculations:

� 21 upper diagonal terms A0
bdkl for the fourth order symmetric

sound elastic plate tensor (membrane plus bending);

� 42 terms aA1sf
bdkl and 42 terms cA1sf

bdkl in the traction domain and the
same number for the compression domain, describing the
dependency of tensor A on damage Df,
� 48 terms aB1f

bdk and 48 terms cB1f
bdk describing the dependency of

tensor B on damage Df,
� 10 upper diagonal terms C0f

bd for the second order symmetric
sliding tensor,

� 20 terms aCfq
bd and 20 terms cCfq

bd describing the dependency of

tensor C on damage Df.



Fig. 5-2. Reference accelerogram for SAFE tests.

Table 5-1
tension and compression strength for concrete in SAFE tests (wall T5)

Evènement Date Mesure

Coulage 24/02/1997
Rupture en compression

(cube 150 mm d’arête)
16/07/1998 37.3 MPa

39.9 MPa
Rupture en compression

(cylindre ; = 6.4 mm, H = 15 cm)
16/07/1998 32.2 MPa

29.1 MPa
Rupture en traction

(cylindre ; = 6.4 mm, H = 15 cm)
16/07/1998 4.91 MPa

4.73 MPa
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Remark 18. In practice, due to the isotropy of undamaged con-
crete and the symmetry in plane x1; x2 of the steel rebar in the
RVE, this amount of parameters can be reduced to 249. Indeed,
in that case eight components hhak

abcdiiX vanish, since ak
1112 ¼ 0

and so on, and we can prove from auxiliary problems (3-5) and
(3-6) that the corresponding cross-product averages (e.g.
hhei;jðv11Þ : ak

ijklðdÞ : eklðv12ÞiiX) vanish too. So, eight of A0
bdkl compo-

nents vanish (e.g. A0
1112). As far as that goes, eight of cB parameters

(e.g. cBm11
121 ), six components of C0f

bd vanish, so this last tensor
becomes diagonal.

Bond-sliding limit:
The last physical parameter to define more precisely is the

bond-sliding limit rf
crit . Indeed an experimental value scrit is pro-

vided by usual pull-out tests, where a rebar centred in a concrete
hexahedral volume is tensioned until sliding. According to Hyp 3
and 12, this value – assumed to be identical whatever the rebar
– has to be adapted to the particular situation of the
bond-sliding process in the RC RVE, for instance for a given pure
unit tensile uniaxial membrane stress resultant Nt

aa, in the xa direc-
tion. As sliding can occur only if damage is non-uniform within the

RVE, see Hyp 7, we adopt a RVE Xa, with a prescribed df value in
concrete sub-domain Xf

dm. From auxiliary field solutions in mem-
brane vab and bending nab combined for the macroscopic strain

measures A�1 Df� �
� Nt

aa, with zero sliding (Egf ¼ 0), we can easily

determine the steel stress resultant Ff
Nt

aa
in the central section (at

cutting Cs interface) of the considered bar Xxaf
s in the xa direction.

Therefore, the resultant Ff
Nt

aa
is a linear combination obtained from

the corresponding unit contribution of each auxiliary field vab in

membrane, and nab in bending, for the selected non-zero value of

df, on RVE XX and XY . As far as that goes, we calculate the
corresponding Rgf

aNt
aa

sliding stress, applying (3-20). From (3-28),

equating with Rfcrit
a value defined by the rf

crit debonding value,

we determine the critical value ~Nt
aa, thus the corresponding value

of steel stress resultant ~Ff
Nt

aa
which has to be equal to scrit Cf

b

�� ��=2.

Therefore, we get the bond-sliding threshold constants:

rf
crit ¼ scrit

Xj j
H

Rgf

aNt
aa

��� ���
Ff

Nt
aa

��� ��� then Rfcrit
a ¼

H Cf
b

�� ��
2 Xj j r

f
crit ¼

Cf
b

�� ��: Rgf

aNt
aa

��� ���
2 Ff

Nt
aa

��� ��� scrit

ð4-18Þ
Table 5-2
Material properties for transverse and principal walls of SAFE experiments

EA (GPa) mA (–) EB (GPa) mB (–) aþ (–)

200 0.3 24 0.2 1
4.2.4. Automated procedure
The 342 linear elastic auxiliary problems can be easily solved

by finite elements, using only 11 geometrical parameters and
10 material parameters (Es; ms; Ec; mc; f t ; f c; f dc; ecm; scrit; cþ) to
define the whole RVE mechanical model. These parameters are
in practice the ones required from practitioners to identify
DHRC parameters set.

In order to make easy the parameter identification, an auto-
mated procedure has been implemented. The approximate CPU
time needed is about 5 min on a usual personal computer.

Steel rebar are represented by cylinders of main axis x1 or x2.
An example of a mesh for the numerical unit cell is presented
on Fig. 4-1. The example concerns here a plate of 20 cm of thick-
ness with a steel proportion of 0.8% and a steel rebar spacing of

12.5 cm.

Remark 19. Steel rebar oriented in the x1 or x2 directions of a
same steel grid figures a different position in the thickness of the
plate (i.e. along the x3 direction), then inducing a significant
variation in the bending stiffness of the plate around x1 or x2.

For all the simulations presented in this article, the unit cell
mesh is composed of linear tetrahedral finite elements refined in
the vicinity of steel rebar in order to represent as much as possible
their cylindrical geometry. The average number of degrees of free-
dom considered is of 100,000.

An automated python™ process generates automatically the
RVE mesh from the following eleven geometrical parameters:

1. Plate thickness H
2. and 3. Steel rebar spacing along x1 and x2

4. 5. 6. and 7. Diameters of the four steel rebar
8. 9. 10. and 11. x3 positions of the four steel rebar
This three-dimensional mesh includes the splitting of nodes

located on steel–concrete interfaces (surfaces Cf
b), the assignment

of the different mesh zones to the sub-domains X1
i ;X

2
i , and period-

icity of node locations for the external boundaries (normal unit
vectors along x1 and x2). Microscopic material properties and
boundary conditions prescribing, including periodicity in the RVE
a� (–) cþ (–) c� (–) rdþ (MPa) rcrit (MPa)

3 �0.02 0.275 1.5 1.5



Fig. 5-4. Force–displacement responses for run 1 of SAFE experiments wall T5 –
comparison between experiments (blue dots) and DHRC simulation (red line). (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5-3. Mesh for the simulation of SAFE experiments.
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outer surfaces (upper and lower surfaces remaining free) and bond
slip basis function are set.

The results of the numerical finite element simulations are used
to identify the 335 DHRC macroscopic parameters with the help of
a standard least square algorithm.

4.2.5. Analytical trivial example
To illustrate the implementation of the previous approach, we

take the following representative analytical trivial example.
The first step consists in verifying that the automatic procedure

recovers the usual isotropic linear elastic plate stiffness tensor if
we take, in the whole RVE, the same uniform sound elastic charac-
teristics E; mð Þ. Indeed, in that case, the RVE X is reduced to the sim-
ple segment � H

2 ;
H
2


 	
along the axis Oex3

� �
, and all the auxiliary

fields vab in membrane and nab in bending depend only on x3.
Solving in such situation the auxiliary problems (3-4), using first
trial v x3ð Þ functions v1;v2;0ð Þ then 0;0;v3ð Þ, we obtain easily:

vaa ¼ m
1� m

0;0; x3ð Þ; v12 ¼ 0; 0;0ð Þ; naa

¼ m
2 1� mð Þ 0;0; x2

3

� �
; n12 ¼ 0;0; 0ð Þ ð4-19Þ

hence the macroscopic homogenised elastic plate tensor A:

Amm
aaaa¼

EH
1�m2 ; Amm

aabb¼
mEH

1�m2 ; Amm
1212¼

EH
2 1þmð Þ ;A

ff
aaaa¼

EH3

12 1�m2ð Þ ;

A
ff
aabb¼

mEH3

12 1�m2ð Þ ; A
ff
1212¼

EH3

24 1þmð Þ ; Amf ¼0 ð4-20Þ
5. Numerical results: reinforced concrete shear wall and
building

5.1. SAFE experiments

One of the main loading conditions imposed to walls during
earthquakes is in-plane distortion, or shear. Thus, the experimental
benchmark SAFE of shear walls tested at CCR/ISPRA in 1998 (Favier
et al., 1988) is chosen as first validation of the DHRC model.

5.1.1. General data
The benchmark SAFE gathers experimental data over thirteen

shear walls of various dimensions. The wall T5 is the one of interest
for this study since it is the closest to the type of wall used in
nuclear power plants: it contains the highest steel proportion
(0.8% of reinforcing ratio) and is the thickest (20 cm). This wall
geometry is presented in Fig. 5-1. Several sets of seismic solicita-
tions of increasing level were imposed successively to this wall
and, in order to comply with the industrial context of interest,
the series considered here corresponds to an equivalent run of
0.43 g.

As presented in Fig. 5-1, the considered wall is of length 2.6 m
for a height of 1.2 m and a width of 20 cm. It is reinforced at both
ends by two strengthening walls of same height and width and of a
length of 80 cm. The wall is built with to rigid steel tie beams at its
upper and lower ends that allow applying boundary conditions and
loading, preventing any rotation of the specimen upper boundary.

As for the steel reinforcement, the wall contains 0.8% of steel
rebar in each direction, which corresponds to a reinforcement con-
stituted of two grids with square mesh of 125 mm, realised with
steel rebar of diameter 10 mm and 12 mm alternatively.
Horizontal rebar are disposed with a cover of 21 mm and vertical
ones with a cover of 36 mm. As for the two strengthening walls,
they contains horizontal rebar of diameter 12 mm with a spacing
of 125 mm and cover of 15 mm and vertical ones gathered by pairs
with diameter 14 mm, spaced of 125 mm and a cover of 28 mm.

Finally, the wall was submitted to five successive homothetic
seismic loadings of increasing seismic level. The first run corre-
sponds to a design seismic level and is the one that will be modeled
in this paper. The used accelerogram is synthetic with an aimed
design spectrum of 0.43 g (ZPA), and a standard pic frequency of
4 Hz. This accelerogram is plotted at Fig. 5-2.

Fracture tests in tension and compression on cubic and cylindri-
cal test samples provided the following tension and compression
strengths for concrete, sum up in Table 5-1. An average value of
tests on cylindrical test samples is chosen. Young’s modulus for



Fig. 5-5. Evolution of global (left) and nodal (right) dissipated energies over time.

Fig. 5-6. Evolution of eigen-frequency of SAFE wall during solicitation. Comparison between experimental spectrogram (color map) and simulated eigen-frequency with
numerical model DHRC (black line). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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concrete was not provided and will then be chosen according to

design concrete codes: E ¼ 12000 f 1=3
c28. Tension tests on steel rebar

gave us a Youn’s modulus of 200 GPa.
5.1.2. Finite element model
The mesh used to represent this experiment is presented in

Fig. 5-3. It is placed in the mean plane of the walls so that the
length of the principal wall is 2.8 m on the mesh whereas it is
2.6 m in Fig. 5-1. The 2D elements used are DKT-DKQ thin plate
finite element (Batoz, 1982). The finite element model is perfectly
clamped to the ground.
5.1.3. DHRC parameters identification
Given that transverse walls and principal one present various

geometrical properties, two different identification processes had
to be computed. The material properties, however, are the same
for both transverse and principal walls. The needed parameter val-
ues are sum up in Table 5-2 and result from experimental data.
Since concrete Young’s modulus was not provided, it has been cho-
sen so that the simulated structural elastic stiffness corresponds to
the experimental observed one.
5.1.4. Results
Fig. 5-4 compares the force–displacement response of the finite

element model and the experiment. Here we can notice the degra-
dation of global stiffness during the solicitation as well as a good
prediction of the maximal force for each cycle and for the whole
test. However, residual strains (sliding strains for our model) seem
to be underestimated by the model.

One explication would be that the dissipative phenomenon
inducing residual strains under distortion solicitation is not
represented by our model, meaning that these solicitations do not
activate internal steel/concrete sliding. As a confirmation, we can
compare global dissipated energy over the whole principal wall
and dissipated energy at a node located near a junction between
principal and transverse wall (Fig. 5-5). We can then notice that
sliding is the dominating phenomenon near transverse/principal
walls junction but becomes of less importance when considering
total dissipated energy density. Indeed, only a very few number of
elements undergo sliding. These are the elements where some
other solicitations than pure shear are in action (near junctions).

Finally, what interest most seismic engineers is the drop in
peak-frequency of a system during seismic solicitation. By a
post-treatment of the former simulation, we can compute, at the
end of several time steps, the first peak-frequency of our structure,
considering a density of 2.4 for concrete and 7.8 for steel and a



Fig. 5-7. Experimental SMART2008 mock-up. Left: bare specimen on shaking table; right: specimen on shaking table with additional masses during seismic test. � CEA/EMSI.

Fig. 5-8. Finite element mesh for numerical simulation of SMART2008 mock-up
(red: beam elements, blue: DKT elements). (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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total mass of 2818 t for the system on top of the mock-up.
Experimental results are obtained from Fourier transform analysis
on a sliding window over the whole length of the signal (Favier
et al., 1988). This method produces a spectrogram representing fre-
quency spectrum of the whole mock-up. Colours used here range
from dark blue for low amplitudes to dark red for high ones (see
Fig. 5-6).

A good correlation can be observed between experimental and
numerical results, underlying the apparent good ability for DHRC
model to represent the drop in eigen-frequency during seismic
solicitation.

5.1.5. Discussion
SAFE experiments brought to light the inability of DHRC model

to represent the phenomenon inducing residual displacement
under distortion solicitation. However, DHRC model seems able
to predict adequately the drop in global stiffness as well as the
maximum force reached during solicitation. It is also efficient to
represent the experimentally observed drop in eigen-frequency.

It is common to consider that distortion and shear are major
solicitations when it comes to earthquakes. As a consequence, it
could be interesting to try to validate our model on a realistic
building in order to measure its adequacy when it comes to more
complicated types of solicitations when we no longer have pure
distortion.

5.2. SMART experiments

An experimental program named ‘‘SMART’’ (‘‘Seismic design
and best-estimate Methods Assessment for Reinforced concrete
buildings subjected to Torsion and non-linear effects’’) was sup-
ported by Électricité de France (EDF) and Commissariat à l’Énergie
Atomique et aux Energies Alternatives (CEA), and partially
endorsed by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). Two
reduced scale (1/4th) representative specimens of an asymmetric
nuclear RC multi-storey building have been designed and tested
on the AZALEE 6 degrees of freedom shaking table at CEA Saclay,
the first one in 2008, the second one in 2012, the only noticeable
difference lying in the foundation geometrical dimensions
(Fontan et al., 2014). These experiments have the advantage to
involve realistic RC slabs and walls and a large set of experimental
measurements is available. Two international benchmarks have
been organised using the experimental data from these seismic
tests in particular in order to compare and validate the numerical
models used to assess the dynamic response of RC structures under
seismic loading (Smart2013_Organizing-team (2013)).

5.2.1. General data
The trapezoidal shaped mock-up made of RC has three floors (a

RC beam –rectangular section 15 cm	 32:5 cm – and a RC column
– square section 20 cm	 20 cm – give an additional stiffness to the
building at each storey) and four walls with openings, supported
on a continuous reinforced concrete footing (rectangular section
25 cm	 65 cm), see Fig. 5-7.

The overall dimensions are: 3.65 m high, 3:0 m	 2:5 m in
plane. Its bare weight is about 11.89 t. Additional masses (total
amount about 33.94 t) are located on the three floors to achieve
the Cauchy–Froude’s similitude law (acceleration, strain and stress
conservation). It is anchored on the shaking table by means of a
0.02 m thick steel plate.

All the walls and floors are 10 cm thick. The steel reinforcement
was designed according to the European design code EC2. The rein-
forcement grid in the wall consisted of primarily 4 mm diameter
plain steel bars at 100 mm spacing which was supplemented by
8 mm or 6 mm diameter plain rebar near the wall openings and
along the vertical direction in the whole first story walls.



Fig. 5-9. Map of DHRC damage variable D1 at the end of simulation.

Fig. 5-10. Map of DHRC model sliding variable Eg1
2 at the end of simulation.
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The mass centre and the effective torsion centre belong to dif-
ferent axes and thus the torsional effect resulting from the seismic
loads is amplified and generates shear states inside the walls.

The seismic design of the mock-up was based on a 5% damped
envelope design spectrum anchored at .2 g peak ground accelera-
tion. A series of successive seismic loadings (pairs of accelerograms
in the two horizontal directions) was applied to the mock-up rang-
ing from low synthetic excitations to beyond design natural
ground motions (up to 1.1 g peak ground acceleration).

We report hereafter in Table 5-3 the geometrical characteristics
and mean material properties based on test concrete cylinders
from actual casts of the SMART2008 as-built mock-up (strength
at beginning of seismic tests) and steel bars tests. Concrete density
is about 2300 kg=m3 in the whole mock-up. Two symmetric rebar
grids reinforce every wall and slab. Rebar cover is 10 mm (mea-
sured from ;4 ties of transverse reinforcement).

From these material properties, we propose to choose the bond
strength – not provided by benchmark organisers – according to
the lower value proposed by CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 (1993) or
Fernandes et al. (2013). Due to the choice of plain steel bars of
;4 reinforcing grids remaining in the elastic domain, bond strength

is then 1:8 r0c
� �1=2, given in MPa, i.e. here about 11.3 MPa.

The position and spacing of every grid rebar in the thickness of
the considered wall or slab is determined from reinforcement
drawings provided by the benchmark organizers. These data are
highly variable inside even one only wall, because reinforcement
is often stronger near wall/slab intersections and at the places
where strong tension is awaited (e.g. in the middle of a slab).

5.2.2. Finite element model
The SMART2008 mock-up is modelled by means of DKT thin

plate finite element for the walls and floors and Timoshenko beam
elements for the RC columns and beams. For the sake of simplicity,
the SMART2008 finite element model is perfectly clamped onto the
shaking table, considered as perfectly rigid, thus transferring the
seismic signal as it to the mock-up. The RC columns and beams
are considered to behave elastically. The number of DKT plate ele-
ments for the RC mock-up itself is 2576. The mesh is presented on
Fig. 5-8.

Additional masses are idealised by a supplementary distributed
surface density, in order to produce respectively for the 1st,
2nd, 3rd floors: 11:60; 12:0; 10:25 tons. The total weight is about
47 tons.

5.2.3. DHRC parameters identification
For the sake of simplicity, the mock-up is modelled with the

same walls and slabs everywhere, with a uniform reinforcement.
Thus, only one parameter identification is proceeded and its result



Table 5-3
SMART2008 mock-up geometrical and mean material properties.

Structural
element

Section m	m
thickness m

X rebar
diameter mm

Y rebar
diameter mm

Concrete E; m elastic
moduli GPa; –

Rebar E elastic
modulus GPa

Concrete compressive
strength r0c MPa

Concrete tensile
strength MPa

Foundation 0:15 	 0:38 7;8 inf; 7;8 sup 25000; 0:17 190000 50:5 3:45
Wall 1st level 0:10 2 horiz. grids

;4
2 vertical
grids ;6

30500; 0:19 267333 44:5 3:15

Slab 1st level
and beam

0:15 	 0:325
0:10

2 grids ;4; 2 grids ;4; 29000; 0:17 267333 40:0 3:25

Wall 2nd level 0:10 2 horiz. grids
;4

2 vertical
grids ;4

26700; 0:19 267333 37:5 2:70

Slab 2nd level
and beam

0:15 	 0:325
0:10

2 grids ;4; 2 grids ;4; 31500; 0:17 267333 43:5 3:35

Wall 3rd level 0:10 2 horiz. grids
;4

2 vertical
grids ;4

33500; 0:18 267333 40:0 4:00

Slab 3rd level
and beam

0:15 	 0:325
0:10

2 grids ;4; 2 grids ;4; 29500; 0:18 267333 37:5 3:40

Column 0:20 	 0:20 8;8þ 4;10 on the first 40 cm
from base

33500; 0:18 252666 40:0 3:25

Table 5-4
Experimental vs DHRC simulated results

Initial eigen
frequency
(Hz)

Final eigen
frequency
(Hz)

Dissipated energy

DHRC 9.07 8.26 120 J damage 100 J

sliding 20 J
Experiments 6.8 4.9 . . .
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is applied to the whole set of DKT elements in the mesh. The refer-
ence slab used to compute the parameter identification is the slab
of level 1. One could notice that this approximation is not so strong
given that the geometrical and mean material properties for the
walls and slabs of the mock-up are roughly similar. The strongest
approximation is the uniformity of reinforcement position and
spacing. This could lead to a stronger degradation at the corners
of the building – where slabs and walls meet – in the simulation
than in reality where additional rebar are supposed to ensure the
integrity of these elements.

5.2.4. Results
The mock-up was first subjected to low level seismic excita-

tions (biaxial horizontal accelerograms obtained from the 5%

damping design spectrum, corresponding to a Magnitude 5:5
earthquake at a distance of 10 km), by means of shaking table
actuators, so that it would remain within the linear elastic range:
this stage is designed in order to check all the modelling assump-
tions (geometry, boundary conditions, mass distribution, material
data). Then, synthetic accelerograms ground motion sequence,
scaled from the 1994 January 17th Northridge, California, earth-
quake main shock (Mw ¼ 6:7; PGA ¼ 1:1g anchor level) PGA
anchor level, are applied in both x; y directions. Our computations
consider the regular sequence of scaled increasing ground motions,
as during the experimental tests (Smart2013_Organizing-team
(2013)).

The computation takes into account gravity, which constitutes a
preliminary state of the model, before applying the seismic
sequence.

The first results presented in Table 5-4 compare the experimen-
tal and simulated eigen-frequencies of the mock-up, using finite
element software Code_Aster (Code Aster, 2001). It is clear that
the simulated eigen-frequencies are way higher than the experi-
mental peak-frequencies, which were determined by hammer
shock tests. This difference can be explained by the simplistic
assumption of a perfectly rigid shaking table in the FEM model,
as pointed by the benchmark organizers (Smart2013_Organizing-
team (2013)). However, the final eigen-frequency computed from
the DHRC simulation – using the updated tangent stiffness matrix
in the eigen-value problem solver – shows a drop of 9% related to
the initial one, smaller than observed experimentally. This discrep-
ancy about the drop of eigen-frequency – which is in accordance
with the usual expectation that a damaged building will behave
more smoothly than a sound one – is certainly attributable to
the simplistic set of FEM modelling assumptions made before, in
particular the boundary conditions. Moreover, the access to the
two components of dissipated energy that are damage and sliding
allow us to underline the importance of sliding in the energy
dissipation of a RC building. Indeed, sliding dissipated energy
contributes for one sixth in the total dissipated energy.

Figs. 5-9 and 5-10 present the state of damage variable D1

(damage in the upper half of the plate) and sliding variable Eg1
2

(sliding along horizontal bars in the upper half of the plate) at
the end of the numerical simulation. The direct correlation
between these two variables appears clearly as the damaged and
sliding zones are the same. As expected we notice that dissipation
is located at the corners of the structure and mostly near the per-
fect clamping onto the shaking table. This result correlates with
experimental observations of surface cracking at these locations.

At this state, these qualitative results are only promising since
we have to adopt more precise modelling assumptions to get
numerical results closer to experimental values. However, the
quantitative importance of sliding in total dissipated energy and
the relatively short amount of time necessary to compute the
whole simulation (about 8 h) are preliminary results emphasizing
the importance of a proper homogenization process to build a
model and identify its parameters and the computational and qual-
itative efficiency of such an a priori process.

5.2.5. Discussion
SMART benchmark allowed us to validate DHRC model on a

realistic building. It seems that the model is good at representing
qualitative experimental results and the importance of sliding
appears to be more important on a complex building than on a
simple shear wall. As a consequence, regarding the numerical
results presented in this section, DHRC model can be considered
as an efficient model to represent the homogenised behaviour of
RC plates under seismic solicitations with damage and internal
sliding at concrete/steel interface. Nevertheless, as the experimen-
tal conditions are rather complex, we will have to go beyond this
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first numerical simulation to assess exhaustively the representa-
tiveness of the DHRC constitutive model.
6. Conclusion

By means of an averaging periodic homogenisation method
within the framework of the Generalised Standard Material theory,
we proposed a nonlinear stress resultant constitutive model for RC
plate structural element global behaviour.

This nonlinear constitutive model accounts for damage result-
ing from diffuse micro-cracking of concrete and tangential debond-
ing at steel bar – concrete interface, for cyclic loading paths. The
homogenisation method secures the passage of both materials,
concrete and steel bars, from the local scale to the overall one:
(1) in determining the general formulation of the overall stress
resultant constitutive model, in particular the macroscopic state
functions including the membrane-bending coupling and energy
dissipation, (2) in formulating an original coupling term between
damage and steel–concrete debonding, inducing a better represen-
tation of energy dissipation during the material degradation, and
(3) finally in defining the parameters identification procedure.

A certain number of assumptions have been proposed to make
tractable the whole methodology, based on theoretical and exper-
imental observations. These assumptions are not directly related to
the particular choice of materials used in this study, so that the
formulated constitutive model is actually more general and could
be used in other types of applications.

The model parameters are identified from a restricted number
of geometric and material characteristics of the considered RC
structural element section. Using a direct implicit time integration
method guaranteeing a robust algorithm, this homogenised consti-
tutive model – called DHRC – has been implemented into the finite
element software Code_Aster, allowing a wide range of practical
applications in engineering. Convergence difficulties stemming
from the softening behaviour of concrete are avoided thanks to
steel rebar in the homogenisation of RC section. By comparing
the obtained numerical results to experimental observations on
an international benchmark, we assessed the ability of this
homogenised constitutive model and its parameters identification
procedure to predict the nonlinear cyclic behaviour of RC struc-
tures under seismic loading, in particular stiffness degradation
and energy dissipation. However, it seems that other dissipative
process in the RC section have to be taken into account to a better
description of energy dissipation. This is the subject of a work in
progress by Huguet et al. (2014), aiming at accounting for concrete
stress transfer at cracks. Moreover, it could be interesting to deal
with the modelling of rather short shear walls that are present in
many RC buildings, to extend the DHRC constitutive plate model
adding the transverse distortion modelling, within the Hencky–
Mindlin plate theory framework. It could be useful to account for
the contribution of transverse reinforcement in the RC section,
including their role in the transverse shear behaviour. Indeed, this
extension could be fairly easy, since it is possible to add the
corresponding transverse distortion auxiliary problems in the
homogenisation procedure, and then to deduce the supplementary
terms in the free energy (Voldoire, 1993). Finally, another outlook
would consist in the development of an appropriate derived
boundary and connection constitutive homogenised model to com-
plete this modelling tool, as it is known that any homogenised
model are not entirely relevant near the boundaries of structures.
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Appendix A. Proof of the zero-valued tensor B if microscopic
damage field is symmetric with respect to central planes in the
RVE

Let us recall that the tensor B components are defined by:

Bmf
abc Dð Þ ¼ hhaabklðdÞ : eklðvgcf ÞiiX and B

f f
abc Dð Þ ¼ �hhx3 � aabklðdÞ :

eklðvgcf ÞiiX, see (3-13) and (3-14). Let us assume that the compo-
nents of the concrete damaged elastic tensor are symmetric with
respect to the plane x1 ¼ 0, i.e. Cs ; moreover, according to
Section 3.2, this tensor fulfils the symmetries with respect to the
reference frame. Let us consider the auxiliary problem (3-6) con-

cerning the corrector vgq
1 associated to sliding in the x1 direction.

Necessarily, we have the following properties: vgq
1

1 is symmetric

with respect to the plane x1 ¼ 0, whereas vgq
1

2 and vgq
1

3 are antisym-

metric. Therefore, aiikl dð Þ : ekl vgf
1

� �
and a23kl dð Þ : ekl vgf

1

� �
are

antisymmetric with respect to the plane x1 ¼ 0, whereas

a1jkl dð Þ : ekl vgf
1

� �
are symmetric, for j – 1 and a1jkl dð Þ : ekl vgf

1

� �
are

antisymmetric with respect to the plane x2 ¼ 0.
Performing the integration on the whole RVE, we deduce that:

Bmf
bdk Dð Þ and B

f f
bdk Dð Þ vanish. The same reasoning holds for the other

direction in the mid-plane of the RVE.
Since the tensor B manages the coupling between RC plate

kinematics and steel bond sliding, we conclude that bond sliding
can occur only if symmetry loss appears in the RVE, due to damage.
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